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	Special Edition Using Microsoft CRM, 9780789728821 (0789728826), Que, 2003
A sophisticated yet easy-to-use software program, Microsoft CRM handles the full range of Sales and Customer Service functions, and allows the user to access key customer and sales information from Microsoft Outlook and the Web. It is designed for rapid deployment, ease of use, and integration with Microsoft Office and Microsoft Great Plains' back-office solutions, increasing information reliability, employee usage and productivity.

Special Edition Using Microsoft CRM shows sales, service, and business development specialists how to manage small businesses with the sophisticated technology that, until now, has been reserved for large corporations. Based on the author's real-world experience building CRM systems, this book provides the expert advice that MS CRM users need. To make the move to customer-centric operations using MS CRM, companies need an in-depth guide to managing the process, using the software, and making the implementation decisions that are required.     

       About the Author
   Author Bio: Special Edition Using Microsoft CRMSpecial Edition Using Microsoft   CRM  Author Bio  Laura Brown is President and founder of System Innovations   (www.systeminnovations.net), where she advises businesses of all sizes on the   people, processes, and technology needed to deliver customer-centric business   systems. With many years of experience envisioning, designing, and managing CRM   systems for Fortune 500 clients such as Bank of America, Nationwide Insurance,   and Delta Airlines, Laura has also assisted many small and mid-sized   enterprises. Laura's forward-looking approach to high-tech consulting helps   ensure that companies she works with won't fall behind on CRM and the related   technologies, and thus, be limited in their ability to manage customers   electronically.  Laura speaks regularly at conferences and educational forums. Her business and   technology articles are featured online at informIT.com, EACommunity.com,   destinationcrm.com, systeminnovations.net, and ganthead.com.  John Gravely is President and cofounder of c360 Solutions, Inc. (www.c360.com)   an Atlanta, Georgia-based Customer Relationship Management software development   and professional services firm specializing in Microsoft CRM. At c360, John is   heavily involved in the development of custom vertical and horizontal CRM   solutions built on the Microsoft CRM platform. Prior to c360, John was a   Regional Consulting Director for the Professional Services team of Onyx   Software, a mid-market CRM software vendor. John has overseen dozens of CRM   implementations across multiple industries and has been a hands-on consultant   leading successful CRM implementation projects for Dreyfus Mutual Funds, FSC   Securities, AT&T Latin America, and Internet Security Systems among others.   Prior to entering the CRM industry, John was a consultant, trainer, and project   manager for Datastream Systems—a leader in enterprise asset management systems.   John began his career as an engineer with Fluor Daniel Incorporated in   Greenville, South Carolina, and has a Bachelor's degree in engineering from   Clemson University and a Master's Degree in International Business (MIBS) from   the University of South Carolina. Stemming from his involvement in the MIBS   program, John has lived and worked throughout Mexico, Central and South America,   and implemented one of the first enterprise CRM systems in the country of Chile.   John is the cochair and founder of the Technology Association of Georgia's (TAG)   CRM Special Interest Group, and is an active writer in the CRM community. John   is also a founding member and partner in The Atlanta Solutions Group, LLC, a   consolidated technology alliance.       
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Business Analysis: Microsoft Excel 2010 (MrExcel Library)Que, 2010

	USE EXCEL 2010 TO GAIN DEEPER INSIGHTS, MAKE SMARTER DECISIONS, AND EARN MORE PROFITS


	 


	Using real-world examples, Carlberg helps you put Excel’s features and functions to work and get the power of quantitative analysis behind your management...


		

Whittled Away: Ireland's Vanishing NatureCollins, 2017

	A look at how and why nature is disappearing in Ireland. It charts how a grim failure to manage the country's natural resources has impoverished Ireland. But it also reveals the possibilities for the future, describing how Ireland can replenish the seas, farm in tune with nature, and develop forests that benefit both people and wildlife....


		

Learn Microsoft VISIO 2002 (Wordware Visio Library)Wordware Publishing, 2001
Ideally suited for the experienced business user of Visio 2002 who has mastered the fundamentals of using the software, but needs an in-depth treatment of the advanced features, especially customization.

Microsoft Visio is software for creating diagrams. Unlike other technical drawing
programs, such as computer-aided drawing...




	

The Art and Business of Speech Recognition: Creating the Noble VoiceAddison Wesley, 2003
Most people have experienced an automated speech-recognition system when calling a company. Instead of prompting callers to choose an option by entering numbers, the system asks questions and understands spoken responses. With a more advanced application, callers may feel as if they're having a conversation with another person. Not only will the...

		

Coding for Penetration Testers: Building Better ToolsSyngress Publishing, 2016

	Coding for Penetration Testers: Building Better Tools, Second Edition provides readers with an understanding of the scripting languages that are commonly used when developing tools for penetration testing, also guiding users through specific examples of custom tool development and the situations where such tools might be used.
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OpenGL ES 2 for Android: A Quick-Start Guide (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	Printed in full color.

	

	Android is booming like never before, with millions of devices shipping every day. It's never been a better time to learn how to create your own 3D games and live wallpaper for Android. You'll find out all about shaders and the OpenGL pipeline, and discover the power of OpenGL ES 2.0,...
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